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Abstract
Video representation learning is a vital problem for
classification task. Recently, a promising unsuper-
vised paradigm termed self-supervised learning has
emerged, which explores inherent supervisory sig-
nals implied in massive data for feature learning via
solving auxiliary tasks. However, existing methods
in this regard suffer from two limitations when ex-
tended to video classification. First, they focus only
on a single task, whereas ignoring complementarity
among different task-specific features and thus re-
sulting in suboptimal video representation. Second,
high computational and memory cost hinders their
application in real-world scenarios. In this paper,
we propose a graph-based distillation framework
to address these problems: (1) We propose logits
graph and representation graph to transfer knowl-
edge from multiple self-supervised tasks, where the
former distills classifier-level knowledge by solv-
ing a multi-distribution joint matching problem,
and the latter distills internal feature knowledge
from pairwise ensembled representations with tack-
ling the challenge of heterogeneity among different
features; (2) The proposal that adopts a teacher-
student framework can reduce the redundancy of
knowledge learnt from teachers dramatically, lead-
ing to a lighter student model that solves classifi-
cation task more efficiently. Experimental results
on 3 video datasets validate that our proposal not
only helps learn better video representation but also
compress model for faster inference.
1 Introduction
Video representation learning aims to capture discriminative
features from video data and is a critical premise for classifi-
cation problem. In the last decade, supervised methods have
achieved remarkable success in a variety of areas, showing
extraordinary performance on representation learning. How-
ever, heavy reliance on well-labeled data limits the scalabil-
ity of these methods as building large-scale labeled datasets
is time-consuming and costly. Furthermore, learning from
∗Corresponding author.
manual annotations is inconsistent with biology, as living or-
ganisms develop their visual systems without the requirement
for millions of semantic labels. Hence, there is a growing in-
terest in unsupervised learning, and self-supervised learning,
one of the most promising unsupervised representation learn-
ing paradigms, is gaining momentum.
In contrast to supervised methods, self-supervised learning
exploits structural information of the raw visual data as su-
pervisory signals to yield transferable representation without
manual annotations. Concretely, machine is asked to solve an
auxiliary task by leveraging self-supervision rather than la-
bels, and this process can result in useful representation. The
core hypothesis behind this idea is that solving these tasks
need high-level semantic understanding of data, which forces
self-supervised models to learn powerful representation.
Self-supervised learning is especially potential in video
processing area since video is an information-intensive me-
dia that can provide plentiful contextual supervisory cues
by nature. While various types of auxiliary strategies in
video [Agrawal et al., 2015; Wang and Gupta, 2015; Ja-
yaraman and Grauman, 2016; Fernando et al., 2017] have
shown impressive performance, there are two main limita-
tions of these works. First, they commonly resort to a single
task without accounting for complementarity among differ-
ent task-specific features. Empirically, solving different tasks
in video need different features and these features can com-
plement each other to form a comprehensive understanding
of video semantics. Second, in order to achieve better per-
formance, researchers tend to adopt deeper and wider models
for representation embedding at the expense of high compu-
tational and memory cost. As video data in real-world work-
flows is of huge volume, efficiency issue must be addressed
before practical application of classification approaches.
In this paper, we argue that heterogeneous video represen-
tations learnt from different auxiliary tasks in an ad-hoc fash-
ion are not orthogonal among each other, which can be in-
corporated into a more robust feature-to-class semantics. In
analogy to biological intelligence, humans can improve per-
formance on a task via transferring knowledge learnt from
other tasks and, intuitively, a general-purpose representation
is strong enough to handle tasks in different scenarios. In
light of above analysis, we propose to learn video represen-
tation for classification problem with a Divide and Conquer
manner: (1) instead of designing one versatile model for cap-
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turing discriminating features from different aspects simulta-
neously, we distill knowledge from multiple teacher models
that are adept at specific aspects to the student model; (2) the
student model is expected to be lighter since redundancy of
knowledge from teachers is reduced after distillation. To this
end, we propose a graph-based distillation framework, which
bridges the advance of self-supervised learning and knowl-
edge distillation for both exploiting complementaries among
different self-supervised tasks and model compression. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We propose logits graph (Gl) to distill softened pre-
diction knowledge of teachers at classifier level, where we
formalize logits graph distillation as a multi-distribution joint
matching problem and adopt Earth Mover (EM) distance as
criteria to measure complementary gain flowing among the
vertices of Gl. (2) We propose representation graph (Gr)
to distill internal feature knowledge from pairwise ensem-
bled representations yield by compact bilinear pooling, which
tackles the challenge of heterogeneity among different fea-
tures, as well as performs as an adaptation method to assist
logits distillation.
Attributed to the above two distillation graphs, student
model can incorporate complementary knowledge from mul-
tiple teachers to form a comprehensive video representation.
Furthermore, distillation mechanism makes sure that student
model works with fewer parameters than teachers, which has
lower computational complexity and memory cost.
We conduct comprehensive experiments on 3 widely-used
video classification datasets, which validate that the proposed
approach not only helps learn better video representation but
also improve efficiency for video classification.
2 Related Work
2.1 Self-supervised Learning
Self-supervised learning is a recently introduced unsuper-
vised paradigm, its key contribution is answering the ques-
tion that how to effectively evaluate the performance of mod-
els trained without manual annotations. Typically, works
in this area design tasks which are not directly concerned,
such “auxiliary” tasks are difficult enough to ensure models
can learn high-level representations. Nowadays, various self-
supervised methods have been studied in computer vision,
owing to image/video can provide rich structural information
for developing auxiliary tasks.
Previous auxiliary tasks in single image domain involve
asking networks to inpaint images with large missing re-
gions [Pathak et al., 2016], colorize grayscale images [Zhang
et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017] and solve jigsaw puzzles by
predicting relative position of patches [Doersch et al., 2015;
Noroozi and Favaro, 2016], etc. Compared to images, videos
contain more abundant spatiotemporal information to for-
mulate self-supervision. For example, temporal continuity
among frames can be leveraged to build a sequence order ver-
ification or sorting task [Misra et al., 2016; Fernando et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2017]. Wang et al. [2015] finds correspond-
ing patch pairs via visual tracking and use the constraint that
similarity of matching pairs is larger than that of random pairs
for training guidance. Analogously, Dinesh et al. [2016] pro-
poses temporally close frames should have similar features,
as well as features change over time should be smooth. In
addition, as shown in [Agrawal et al., 2015], ego-motion can
also be utilized as meaningful supervision for visual repre-
sentation learning. Our work is based on four self-supervised
approaches in video and details are discussed in section 3.
2.2 Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation (KD) [Hinton et al., 2015] aims to uti-
lize the logits, i.e., pre-softmax activations of trained clas-
sifiers (i.e., teacher models), to form softened probabilities
that convey information of intra- and inter-class similarities.
These extra supervisions (aka soft targets) can be combined
with original one-hot labels (aka hard targets) to guide a
lighter model (i.e., student model) to learn a more general-
izable representation. After [Hinton et al., 2015], a surge
of variants emerge to mine different forms of knowledge im-
plied in teacher models. FitNets [Romero et al., 2015] treats
internal feature maps of ConvNet as hints that can provide ex-
planation of how a teacher solves specific problems. Sergey
et al. [2017] propose learning to mimic the attention maps of
teacher model can be helpful. Besides knowledge that teacher
learnt from single sample, the relationships across different
samples are also treasurable for student training [Chen et al.,
2017]. In this paper, we distill knowledge of multiple teachers
from both logits prediction and internal feature, denoted by
logits distillation and representation distillation respectively.
Lopez-Paz et al. [2016] propose generalized distillation
(GD) to combine KD with privileged information [Vapnik
and Izmailov, 2015]. This technique distills knowledge from
privileged information learnt by teacher model at training
stage, aiming at boosting student model at test stage where su-
pervision from teacher is totally absent. More recently, [Luo
et al., 2017] considers multi-modal data as privileged infor-
mation and extends GD paradigm to a graph-based form. In
this paper, we advocate that self-supervised tasks could be
powerful privileged information which can supply student
model with expertise from multiple views of video semantics,
and internal feature distillation should be leveraged to further
assist softened logits distillation as an adaptation method.
3 Self-supervised Tasks
Under the principle of maximizing complementarity, we first
implement four self-supervised methods in video, includ-
ing frame sorting [Lee et al., 2017], learning from ego-
motion [Agrawal et al., 2015], tracking [Wang and Gupta,
2015], and learning from frame predicting that we design in
this work inspired by [Lotter et al., 2017]. For better readabil-
ity, we denote them using abbreviations as piS , piM, piT and
piP , respectively. piS formulates the sequence sorting task as a
multi-class classification problem. Taking symmetry of some
actions (e.g., opening/closing a door) into account, there are
n!/2 possible permutations for each n-tuple of frames. piM
captures camera transformation between two adjacent frames
that the agent receives when it moves and trains model to
determine whether two given frames are temporally close.
piT tracks similar patches in video and measures distance
of them in representation space. piP predicts the subsequent
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed framework.
frames of video, and we adopt a neuroscience inspired archi-
tecture named PredNet [Lotter et al., 2017] as visual encoder.
Self-supervised architectures and experimental details will be
elaborated in section 5.
We give the insights about the complementarity among
these tasks as follows: (1) Self-supervised models can be
mathematically divided into generative (e.g., piP ) and dis-
criminative (e.g., other three tasks) categories, and features
extracted by them represent two complementary aspects of
video understanding, like the imagination and judgment as-
pects in human understanding. (2) piS and piP force machine
to capture temporal information in video, while piM and piT
focus on identifying visual elements or their parts, in which
spatial feature is more useful. (3) Video contains both lo-
cal and holistic feature that conveyed by short- and long-term
clips, respectively. In our case, piM and piT are adept at uti-
lizing local information, while piS and piP are committed to
capture holistic feature in video.
4 Graph Distillation Framework
The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. We dis-
till knowledge of self-supervised teacher models from two
perspectives, namely soft probability distribution and internal
representation. In this section, we first formalize the problem,
then elaborate two components of the proposal.
4.1 Problem Formalization
To formalize the problem, assume Dtr = {(xi, yi)}|Dtr|i=1 and
Dte = {(xi, yi)}|Dte|i=1 denote the training set with |Dtr| sam-
ples and the test set with |Dte| samples, respectively. xi ∈ Rd
is the video clip and yi ∈ [1, c] represents the label for c-class
video classification problem. Π = {piS , piM, piT , piP} is the
set of self-supervised tasks in section 3 andFt = {f (i)t }|Ft|i=1 is
the set of teacher functions learnt from Π. Our goal is learn-
ing a lighter student function f?s with aid of Ft under the
principle of empirical risk minization (ERM):
f?s = arg min
fs∈Fs
1
|Dte|
|Dte|∑
i=1
E
[
`(fs(xi), yi)
]
+ Ω(‖fs ‖) (1)
where Fs is the function class of fs : Rd → [1, c], ` is the
loss function and Ω is the regularizer. Notably, ft and fs
in this paper are deep convolutional neural networks unless
otherwise specified (see section 5.1).
4.2 Logits Graph Distillation
In vanilla knowledge distillation, the loss in Eq. (1) is com-
posed with two parts:
`(fs(xi), yi) = (1− λ)`h(fs(xi), yi) + λ`s(fs(xi), qi) (2)
where `h denotes the loss stems from true one-hot labels (i.e.,
hard targets) and `s denotes the imitation loss that comes from
softened predictions (i.e., soft targets), λ ∈ (0, 1) is the hy-
perparameter which balances `h and `s. In practice, `h is
typically the cross entropy loss:
`h(fs(xi), yi) =
c∑
k=1
I(k = yi) log σ(fs(xi), yi) (3)
where I is the indicator function and σ is the softmax opera-
tion σ(zi) = exp zi∑c
k=1 exp zk
. Softened prediction qi in imitation
loss of Eq. (2) is defined as qi = σ
(
ft(xi)/T
)
in which ft(xi)
is the class-probability prediction on xi produced by teacher
ft, T is the temperature and a higher value for T produces a
softer probability distribution over the classes.
Logits graph Gl extends unidirectional distillation above
to distilling logits knowledge from multiple self-supervised
tasks dynamicly. Gl performs as a directed graph in which
each vertex vm represents a self-supervised teacher and the
edge en→m ∈ [0, 1] denotes the information weight from vn
to vm. Given the video sample xi, the corresponding total
imitation loss in logits graph distillation is calculated by
`s(xi,F it ) =
∑
vm∈U
∑
vn∈V(vm)
en→m · `logitn→m(xi,F it ) (4)
where `logitn→m means the distillation loss flowing on edge
en→m, U is the universe set that contains all vertices of Gl
and V(vm) is the set of vertices that point to vm. F it repre-
sents the logits output of teachers on sample xi. As depicted
in Fig. 2, we treat distillation in Gl as a multi-distribution
matching problem, where teachers dynamicly adjust their
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Figure 2: Illustration of logits graph distillation. EM denotes Earth
Mover distance and the length of edges represents the information
weight between adjacent vertices.
logits distribution according to complementary gain (CG) re-
ceived from their neighbors, and CG is based on the imitation
feedback of student when it distills knowledge from different
teachers. Take single teacher-student pair for example, we use
Earth Mover (EM) distance to measure `logit(xi, f
(k)
t ) as:
`logit(xi, f
(k)
t )= inf
γ∼Φ(P(k)t ,Ps)
E(µ,η)∼γ
(‖µ(xi)−η(xi)‖) (5)
µ(xi) = σ(f
(k)
t (xi)/Tk), η(xi) = σ(fs(xi)) (6)
where P(k)t and Ps denote the space of probability belong to
f
(k)
t and fs, respectively. Φ(P
(k)
t ,Ps) represents the set of
all joint distributions of γ(µ, η) whose marginals are respec-
tively P(k)t and Ps. µ(xi) distills softened logits from f
(k)
t
with temperature Tk, where k means applying different tem-
perature for different teachers. η(xi) is output probability of
the student network. We implement Gl using adjacency ma-
trix where element Gl[m][n] equals to em→n, and distillation
is trained by minimizing the sum of Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) over
all training samples iteratively.
The closest work to our Gl is multi-modal graph distilla-
tion (MMGD) [Luo et al., 2017] which distills knowledge
from multi-model data, and there are mainly two differences
between them. (1) We formalize logits distillation from mul-
tiple teachers as a multi-distribution joint matching problem.
Instead of cosine distance, we apply EM distance to measure
the logits distribution discrepancy between teacher and stu-
dent. Mathematically, teacher models are devoted to map-
ping visual characteristics of various video samples in logits
distribution supported by low dimensional manifolds, where
EM distance is proved to be more useful [Arjovsky et al.,
2017]. (2) Moreover, we propose a novel feature distillation
graph Gr to assist this distribution matching process (sec-
tion 4.3) and experimental results indicate that our Gl can
benefit much more from Gr than MMGD.
4.3 Representation Graph Distillation
Besides logits distribution, we hypothesize that intermedi-
ate feature of different teacher models can also be leveraged
via graph-based distillation. The core difficulty stems from
the heterogeneous nature of these task-specific features. To
tackle this challenge, we propose to pairwise ensemble the
original features via compact bilinear pooling [Gao et al.,
2016] and adopt the bilinear features as vertices of represen-
tation distillation graph Gr, which is the second component
in Fig 1. There exist three insights behind this idea: (1) It is
reasonable that the internal features of ConvNets reflect cer-
tain activation and attention patterns of neurons, and bilinear
pooling allows all elements of heterogeneous feature vectors
to interact with each other in a multiplicative fashion, which
captures the salient information with more complementarity.
(2) In the view of feature domain adaptation, bilinear pool-
ing maps original features to a smoother representation space,
where their distributions are more homologous and discrep-
ancy among them are easier to measure. (3) Furthermore,
since the high level prediction distribution of models is based
on their internal representation, aligning at feature level also
performs as a powerful adaptation method which assists dis-
tillation learning in Gl.
Assume R ∈ R|C×S| denotes the feature vector with C
channels and spatial size S, where S = H ×W . Each vertex
Vk of Gr is yield by invoking compact bilinear pooling on
feature pairs (Rm,Rn):
Ψ(Rm⊗Rn, h, s)=Ψ(Rm, h, s) ∗Ψ(Rn, h, s)
=FFT−1(FFT (Ψm)FFT (Ψn))
(7)
where Ψ : R|C×S| → Re represents Count Sketch projec-
tion function [Charikar et al., 2002] and e  |C × S| as Ψ
projects the outer product to a lower dimensional space. ⊗
and  are outer product and element-wise product, respec-
tively. h ∈ {1, · · ·, e}|C×S| and s ∈ {−1, 1}|C×S| are two
randomly initialized vectors for invocation of Ψ. ∗ means
convolution and Eq. (7) utilizes the theorem that element-
wise product in the frequency domain equals to convolu-
tion in time domain, which can yield a more compact fea-
ture vector. Then the bilinear feature Ψ is passed through a
signed squareroot (z = sign(Ψ)
√|Ψ|) and `2 normalization
(Vk = z/ ‖ z ‖2), where ∀k ∈ {1, C2|Π|} and combinatorics
C2|Π| is the vertex number of Gr, for instance, there will be 6
vertices in Gr after pairwise ensemble of 4 teacher features
for each video sample.
Similar to Gl, Gr is defined as a adjacency matrix but the
edge of Gr is a vector E ∈ R1×b rather than a scalar, where b
is the dimensention of vertex V . We distill the bilinear feature
with temperature Tk as softened representation distribution
Dsoftk (xi) = σ(Vk(xi)/Tk) (8)
and use Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to meause the
distillation loss:
`r(Rs,Dsoftk )=
1
C2s
Cs∑
p=1
Cs∑
p′=1
K(σ(R(p)s ), σ(R(p′)s ))
+
1
C2k
Ck∑
q=1
Ck∑
q′=1
K(D(q)k ,D(q′)k )
− 2
CsCk
Cs∑
p=1
Ck∑
q=1
K(σ(R(p)s ),D(q)k )
(9)
where Rs denotes the feature map in a certain layer of stu-
dent model and R(p)s is the feature vector at channel p. Dk is
the softened distribution of k-th vertex in Gr, Cs and Ck are
channel numbers of student model and Dk, respectively. K
is kernel function which maps features to higher dimensional
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) and we use Gaus-
sian Kernel: K(a, b) = exp(−‖a−b‖222σ2 ) in practice. Note
that, softmax operation in Eq. (9) ensures each sample has
the same scale and it is unnecessary for Dk as Eq. (8) have
already performed it.
Let M`r is the matrix whose element is `r and T ∈
R1×C
2
|Π| is the temperature vector, the total loss of Gr is cal-
culated by
Lr =
∑
σ(Gr/T )M`r (10)
5 Experiments
In this work we use convensional transfer learning paradigm
for evaluating the utility of student model on video classifica-
tion. We first train the teacher models for privileged informa-
tion learning on auxiliary tasks, then transfer the knowledge
from teachers to student via the proposed graph distillation
framework. Experimental details are described in the sequel.
5.1 Architectures
We first reimplement three self-supervised methods in the lit-
erature based on VGG-19 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015],
for training teacher model from piS , piM and piT , respectively.
Then we introduce PredNet [Lotter et al., 2017] as a self-
supervised model for learning from piP . For notation conve-
nience, we use TS , TM, TT , and TP to denote the models for
these tasks. All models are customized with a slight modifi-
cation for meeting the demand in our experiments. In particu-
lar, we respectively extend channels to 96 and 128 for conv1
and conv2 in VGG-19, and change the filter size of conv1
to 11×11 as better performance have shown in practice. For
piS , piM and piT , siamese-style architectures are conducted
for pairwise feature extraction and base visual encoders share
parameters. More specifically, TS concatenates convolution
feature over pairs of all frames to be sorted in first fc layer,
followed by a classical fc classifier. TM is composed with a
base-CNN (BCNN) and a top-CNN (TCNN), in which TCNN
take the output pair of BCNN for transform analysis between
two frames. TT is a siamese-triplet network in order to judge
the similarity of patches in a triple. TP is a ConvLSTM model
where each layer consists of representation module (R), tar-
get module (A), prediction module (Aˆ) and error term (E).
We conduct a 4-layers version of it and use the output of R in
top layer as representation. For the sake of model compres-
sion, we choose AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] as student
model S for video classification task.
5.2 Implementation Details
All models are implemented using PyTorch1. For the self-
supervised model training, we basically follow the settings in
original papers and we encourage the reader to check them
for more details. For the graph distillation training, we train
the model for 350 epochs using the Adam optimizer with mo-
mentum 0.9. The batch size is set to 128 and we initialize the
learning rate to 0.01 and decay it every 50 epochs by a factor
of 0.5. Trade-off hyperparameter λ is set to 0.6.
1http://pytorch.org/
Another vital issue in practice is how to choose the layer
of different networks for feature distillation in Gr. In other
words, we expect to quantify the transferability of features
from each layer of teacher models. Inspired by [Yosinski
et al., 2014], we measure 1) the specialization of layer neu-
rons to original self-supervised tasks at the expense of per-
formance on the classification task and 2) the optimization
difficulties related to splitting teacher networks between co-
adapted neurons, and we finally choose conv4 of both teach-
ers (VGG-19 and PredNet) and student (AlexNet) as the dis-
tillation layer, whose feature maps have 256 out channels.
5.3 Datasets
Datasets in our experiments contain two branches, i.e.,
auxiliary datasets for self-supervised learning and target
datasets for video classification. For the former, we use
the same datasets as original works. For the latter, we
evaluate our framework on three popular datasets, namely
UCF101 [Soomro et al., 2012], HMDB51 [Kuehne et al.,
2013] and CCV [Jiang et al., 2011], which contain 13k, 6.7k
and 9.3k videos with 101, 51 and 20 categories, respectively.
5.4 Results
Table 1 compares our framework to several state-of-the-art
unsupervised methods for video classification. We report the
results averaged over 3 splits on both UCF101 and HMDB51.
Obviously, our approach outperforms the previous meth-
ods by a large margin, and more importantly, it beats its
ImageNet-supervised counterpart (AlexNetpre) for the first
time. The results indicate that (1) knowledge learnt from
different self-supervised tasks is complementary and it can
be transferred via graph distillation to form a more compre-
hensive video semantics. (2) Knowledge from models which
trained on ImageNet in a supervised fashion are insufficient
for capturing all the details of video, leading to a suboptimal
performance on classification task.
Table 1: Comparing with other state-of-the-art unsupervised meth-
ods for video classification. Average % accuracy for UCF101 and
HMDB51, mean average precision for CCV. AlexNetran means
AlexNet trained from scratch with randomly initialized weights.
Methods UCF101 HMDB51 CCV
AlexNetran 47.8 16.3 39.2
AlexNetpre 66.9 28.0 60.8
Wang et al. [2015] 40.7 15.6 34.3
Misra et al. [2016] 50.9 19.8 44.7
Senthil et al. [2016] 55.4 23.6 46.4
Lee et al. [2017] 56.3 22.1 48.8
Basura et al. [2017] 60.3 32.5 58.1
Ours (Gl+Gr) 68.9 35.1 62.6
Representation Learnt by Student
Qualitatively, we demonstrate the quality of the features
learnt by student model through visualizing its low-level first
layer filters (conv1). As exhibited in Fig. 3, there are both
color detectors and edge detectors in the conv1 filters of our
distilled model. Its filters are sharper and of more varieties
than its counterpart learnt from MMGD, and tend to be fully
utilized when compared to the teachers.
(a) Moving (b) Predicting
(c) Sorting (d) Tracking
(f) Ours(e) MMGD
Figure 3: Visualization of conv1 filters learnt from self-supervised
tasks and graph distillation. Filters in (a), (b), (c) and (d) are learnt
from piM, piP , piS and piT , respectively. The filters of piS are in
grayscale since we use channel splitting for better performance. (e)
and (f) show the filters of student trained on UCF101 via MMGD
and our proposal, both of them adopt AlexNet as base network.
5.5 Ablation Studies
We conduct comparison with several baseline methods to
evaluate the effectiveness of each component in our proposal.
After fine-tuning the self-supervised teacher models for video
classification individually, we fuse their confidence scores
(model fusion). We also feed the spliced feature of them
to a linear classifier (model ensemble). For the conventional
knowledge distillation (KD) baseline, we average the confi-
dence scores of teacher models that equipped with KD. Gl
and Gr are respectively compared with MMGD and single
feature distillation (uniform version of feature distillation).
Moreover, in order to verify the mutual promotion between
Gl and Gr, we further compare the performance of two com-
bination, i.e., MMGD+Gr and Gl+Gr (ours).
Table 2: Comparison with baseline methods on three vdieo datasets.
Methods UCF101 HMDB51 CCV
Models fusion 57.9 19.4 45.2
Models ensemble 58.3 23.5 47.1
KD (uniform) 60.1 24.3 48.1
Logits graph (MMGD) 62.5 27.2 49.7
Logits graph (Gl) 65.3 30.9 52.6
Feature distill (uniform) 61.7 28.4 56.3
Feature graph distill (Gr) 66.4 33.4 58.0
MMGD+Gr 67.0 34.2 58.9
Gl+Gr 68.9 35.1 62.6
As shown in Table 2, graph-based distillation methods out-
perform the ordinary solutions that in the first three lines. The
comparison between row 4 and row 5 suggests that our for-
malization of logits graph distillation is more effective than
MMGD. The comparison between row 6 and row 7 reveals
Gr helps model to learn the complementarity of different self-
supervised tasks. Results in the last two lines verify that Gl
benefits much more fromGr than MMGD sinceGr performs
as a powerful adaptation method to assist the probability dis-
tribution matching. Moreover, the training process of distil-
lation shown in Fig. 4 (a) suggests that Gr can boost Gl not
only in accuracy but also in training efficiency, which further
verify the effectiveness of the two components.
(a) Training process (b) The impact of data volume
Figure 4: Illustration of training process and the impact of video
data volume for the classification performance on UCF101.
5.6 Comparison with Supervised Methods
Although our approach has not yet yielded video representa-
tions as powerful as those learned by supervised classification
methods, it shows the advance of integrating complementary
video semantics from different self-supervised models. One
of the most significant advantages of our approach is that it
can utilize massive video data on the web economically, and
as displayed in Fig. 4 (b), the performance of distilled model
increases steadily as the training data for self-supervised tasks
grows. We believe learning video representation in such di-
vide and conquer manner is potential as it can integrate com-
plementary semantic from various models at expert level.
5.7 Model Compression
Attributed to the knowledge distillation, our proposal dramat-
ically reduces the number of model parameters and inference
time, since top performing models for video classification has
a much higher computational and memory cost than AlexNet.
Moreover, student mdoel is much lighter than teacher models.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a graph-based distillation
framework for representation learning in video classification,
which can leverage the complementarity of different video se-
mantics arising from multiple self-supervised tasks. Our pro-
posal distills both logits distribution knowledge and internal
feature knowledge from teacher models. We formulate the
former as a multi-distribution joint matching problem which
is proved to be more effective than previous methods. For
the latter, we propose to pairwise ensemble the different fea-
tures via compact bilinear pooling, and this solution works
as not only a heterogeneity eliminator for feature distillation
but also a powerful adaptation method to further assist the
logits distillation. Furthermore, two graphs ensure a lighter
student can learn to use its full capacity for video represen-
tation learning as the redundancy of knowledge from teacher
models is reduced by distillation.
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